Consultation charges in Ireland deter a large proportion of patients from seeing the GP: results of a cross-sectional survey.
To estimate the effect of a consultation charge on the health-seeking behaviour of patients. Cross-sectional survey of patients carried out in Northern Ireland, where services are free at the point of delivery, and the Republic of Ireland, where 70% of the population are charged a consultation fee to see the general practitioner (GP). There were 11 870 respondents to the survey (response rate 52%). In the Republic of Ireland, 18.9% of patients (4.4% of non-paying patients and 26.3% of paying patients) had a medical problem in the previous year but had not consulted the doctor because of cost; this compares with only 1.8% of patients in Northern Ireland. Because those in the Republic of Ireland on low income are entitled to free care, the effects of the consultation charge were most marked in the middle of the income distribution, with such patients being over four times as likely to have been deterred as those in the most affluent group. However, amongst paying patients, it was the poorest and those with the worst health who were most affected. Compared to the most affluent patients and those without depression, the likelihood of not having seen the GP due to cost was 6.75 (95% confidence interval [CI] 3.79, 11.09) for the poorest patients and 2.01 (95% CI 1.53, 2.52) for those with depression. Even in countries with exemptions for the poor and more vulnerable, a consultation charge can deter a large proportion of poorer and less healthy patients from seeing their GP.